
English IV: Outcome D, Benchmark 2    Name: _______________________ Period: _____ 

Outline Rubric 

MLA Format            _____/15 

 *Works Cited Page – 5 sources (minimum) in proper format (Purdue OWL/ QAC)  

 *Proper MLA Citation within outline  

*Headings/Running Headers/MLA format (size 12, Times New Roman, double-spaced) 

 

Grammar/Conventions           _____/10 

 

I.C.E. (Textual Support)           _____/20  

 *Uses proper I.C.E. structure (no quote “plops”) INTRODUCE (Provide context) and CITE quotes, explain significance, clarify 

connection to topic sentence and thesis, analysis is thorough and not just summarizing the quote. All quotes/paraphrases are explained 

completely and used to support student analysis   

 *Incorporates both Quotes and Paraphrase from all 5 outside sources listed in Works Cited  

 *All quotes/paraphrases related to the thesis/topic sentence 

 *Quotes/textual support DOES NOT CONSUME the outline. Student has more analysis than quotes. 

 

Organization            _____/25 

 *Introduction and Conclusion Elements are listed 

 *Thesis Statement (following handout)/ narrowed, specific, argumentative 

 *Topic Sentences (original and do NOT include quotes/questions, etc.) 

 *Transitions (follow Transitions sheet on Student Shared Drive) 

 

Analysis            _____/30 

*Analysis is original and logical and clearly based around the Thesis Statement  

 *Appropriate use of outside articles/sources to help support writer’s original claims 

 *Analysis is accurate and well-thought through (beyond surface) 

*Analysis offers solutions to the problem at the end 

 -Why problem has local/national/global repercussions 

 -Explanation of options-Where can we go from here? What can society do to cease the issue? 

 -Closing sentence         Total: ___________/100 
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